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relevant( citations;( retrieval,( coding( and( analysis( of( studies;( contributing( to( thematic(
synthesis;( and( conducting( crossAstudy( synthesis( comparing( findings( from( qualitative(














was( led(by(one(or( two( researchers.(Ginny(was( involved( in( all( stages( of( the(project( but(
specifically(coAled((with(James(Thomas)(two(of(the(subAprojects:(the(synthesis(of(theoretical(
papers(and(the(synthesis(of(process(evaluation(papers.(Prof.(James(Thomas(was(primary(







integrating( findings( from( research( and( stakeholder( consultations( into( subsequent(
iterations( of( the( conceptual( framework.( Ginny( also( contributed( to( research( question(
formation( and( protocol( development,( and( coAdesigned( search,( retrieval,( and( inclusion(
screening( of( relevant( citations.( Ginny( coAled( with( Alison( O’MaraAEves( on( stakeholder(
consultations( during( the( review,( which( involved( identifying( and( liaising( with( diverse(








Ginny( led( on( this( project( as( a( primary( investigator,( submitting( a( successful( research(
proposal,( developing( research( questions( and( a( research( protocol,(managed( the( review(
process(and(multiple( team(members( through(all( stages(of( the( review.(Ginny( led(on( the(
framework( synthesis( of( processes( and( levels( of( community( engagement,( and( the(
integration(of(these(findings(with(those(from(metaAanalysis(and(QCA,(presenting(findings(
at(three(NICE(public(health(guidelines(committee(meetings.(Ginny(led(on(writing(the(final(




Chapter( 6:( Brunton( G,( Caird( J,( Sutcliffe( K,( Rees( R,( Stokes( G,( Stansfield( C,( Llewellyn( A,(
Simmonds(M,(Thomas(J((2014)(Depression,"anxiety,"pain"and"quality"of"life"in"people"living"
with" chronic" hepatitis" C:" a" systematic" review" and" metaCanalysis.( London:( EPPIACentre,(
Social(Science(Research(Unit.(
(




on( stakeholder( consultation,( identifying( and( liaising( with( stakeholders,( coordinating(
! 6!
meetings( where( she( presented( findings,( led( consultations( and( followed( up( with(








Alison(O’MaraAEves( ( ( ( Date:(26(April(2016(
(
James(Thomas( ( ( ( ( ( ( Date:(26(April(2016(













identify,( appraise( and( integrate( research( evidence,( to( inform( existing( assumptions.(
Traditionally(used(to(examine(the(effects(of(health(care,(systematic(review(methods(have(
















(the( ‘thesis( reviews’).( Findings( were( subsequently( incorporated( into( the( conceptual(
framework(and(higher(order(themes(derived(using(constant(comparative(analysis.(((
(
Results:( This( thesis( distinguishes( two( key( approaches( to( framework( synthesis:( one(
approach( that( constructs( a( framework( (often( in( discussion( with( stakeholders)( to(
accommodate( research( from(across(academic(disciplines(and/or(policy( sectors;(and( the(
‘bestAfit’( approach( that( borrows( a( framework( from( a( related( area( to( initiate( synthesis(
within(a(narrower(disciplinary(or(policy(scope.(Its(utility(is(demonstrated(in(handling(mixed(
methods(and(mixed(sources(reviews,(using(diverse(data(types(and(synthesis(methods( in(































































of( the( research( in( a( field( of( inquiry( by( seeking( out,( selecting,( critically( assessing( and(
synthesising(the(available(research.(They(do(so(using(transparent,(rigorous(and(replicable(
methods.( By( identifying( the(most( relevant( research,( it( becomes( possible( to( generalise(
research( results( to( a( wider( population( by( looking( for( knowledge( and( findings( across(




Systematic( review(methods( have( addressed( questions( about( the( effects( of( health( care(
since(the(midA1980s,(where(the(findings(from(evaluations(of(relatively(simple(interventions(
were( aggregated,( often( statistically( (4).( Since( the( 1990s,( systematic( reviews( have( been(
used(increasingly(to(address(more(complex(policy(questions((2,(6).(The(literature(discussing(
complexity( in( intervention( research( is( vast( (7A10).( For( the( purposes( of( this( thesis,(
‘complexity’( refers( to( ‘interventions(with( outcomes( that( are( likely( to( be( contingent( on(
variant(characteristics(of(the(intervention(itself,(the(systems(in(which(the(intervention(is(
implemented,( and/or( interactions(between(properties(of( the( intervention( and( systems’(
(11):p.1264).( This( recognition( of( complexity( led( to( an( evolution( of( research( synthesis(
methods( designed( to( address( research( questions( examining( issues( which( could( both(
precede(or( go(beyond(effectiveness( (12).( The( research( team(based(at( the(Evidence( for(
Policy(and(Practice(Information(and(Coordinating((EPPIA)(Centre,(University(College(London(
(UCL)(has(conducted(systematic(reviews(of(complex(issues(for(policy(decision(making(since(
the( 1990s.( Examples( include( syntheses( of( research( on( people’s( understandings( of( a(
particular( phenomenon( (13),( and( those( to( develop( theories( explaining( why( people(
participate(differently(in(health(activities((5).(My(own(work(within(the(team(has(addressed(
questions( exploring( barriers( and( facilitators( to( positive( health( behaviours( (14,( 15);( and(
understanding( the(association(between(chronic(diseases(and( their( importance( to( those(





in( systematic( reviews.( Framework(analysis(originated(as( a(method(of( analysing(primary(







(20):p.29).( Its( flexibility( captures( new( understanding( as( data( is( incorporated( into( the(






and( reporting( on( stakeholder( consultation,( where( researchers( are( often( challenged( to(
communicate(clearly(with(stakeholders,(integrate(the(consultation(findings(with(those(of(
the( review,( and( then( describe( their( methods( of( consultation( (23).( By( incorporating(













































































and( early( 21st( century:( positivism,( which( holds( that( research( can( be( undertaken( in( an(
objective,( valueAfree( manner( because( human( behaviour( is( governed( by( ‘lawAlike(
regularities’((27);(and(interpretivism/constructivism,(which(asserts(that(human(behaviour(
must( be( comprehended( by( ‘understanding( people’s( perspectives(within( the( context( of(
their( own( lives’( in( order( to( determine( the(meaning,( rather( than( the( causes,( of( human(
! 13!







the( extent( of( iteration( –( the( interplay( a( researcher( conducts( between( the( data( and(
developing(higher(order(concepts.(More(iteration(suggests(more(inductive(and(thus(a(more(











of( ideas( that( together( explain( a( phenomenon( (29).( Grand( theory( which( describes(
overarching( ideas( about( wideAranging( social( issues( (e.g.( Marxism( or( feminism)( is(










example,( theories( or( conceptual( frameworks( can( describe( multiple( mechanisms( or(
multiple( logic(models.( For( the( purposes( of( this( thesis,( ‘conceptual( frameworks’(will( be(
! 14!
considered( a( type( of( theory;( and( ‘mechanisms’( used( to( denote( single( hypothesised(
processes(between(a(phenomenon(and(outcome.((
(
Systematic( reviews(describe(varying(methodologies( for( framework(synthesis,( suggesting(
some( parallel( variation( in( the( underlying( epistemology.( For( example,( some( reviews(
describe(or(suggest(purely(deductive((or(a"priori)(approaches((20),(whilst(others(describe(
methods(indicative(of(more(inductive((or(emergent)(approaches((22).(At(the(onset(of(this(




Framework(synthesis( is(a(research(approach,(or(method,(employed( increasingly( in(EPPIA
Centre(systematic(reviews(over(the(past(decade.(With(each(application,(we(have(used(the(
framework( synthesis( approach( innovatively( to( address( different( research( questions(
required(for(diverse(health(and(social(care(policy(needs.( I(have(been( involved( in(several(
systematic( reviews(utilising( this(approach,( in(each(case( leading(or( coAleading(on( review(
planning,(conceptualisation,(synthesis,(report(writing(and(project(managing(large(research(
teams;(most(recently(leading(as(a(primary(investigator.(This(thesis(offered(for(consideration(
as( a( PhD( by( publication( has( consolidated( the( methodological( literature( on( framework(
synthesis,( situated(my( research(within( it,( addressed( the(gaps( identified,( and(developed(
guidance( for( future( use( of( the( method.( This( constitutes( a( substantive( contribution( to(





The( aim(of( this( thesis( is( to( demonstrate( how(my(development( of( framework( synthesis(
methods(is(situated(within(and(contributes(to(wider(debates(about(the(research(synthesis(







b.! How( is( the( framework( synthesis( approach( located( within( the( context( of( a(
range(of(research(synthesis(methods?((
c.! What(problems(does( the( framework( synthesis( approach(address( that(other(
methods(do(not?((















The( research( questions( posed( by( this( thesis( will( be( addressed( using( an( ‘overview( of(
reviews’(design.(Overviews(of(reviews(compile(evidence(from(multiple(systematic(reviews(
in(order(to(provide(a(comprehensive(review(of(an(area,(sometimes(including(studies(not(
included( in( systematic( reviews( (34).(While( they( can(present( challenges(where( included(






















my( systematic( reviews( that( employ( framework( synthesis( methods.( These( findings( are(
narratively(synthesised(and(discussed(in(Chapter(7,(and(in(Chapter(8,(conclusions(from(the(








research( synthesis( in( systematic( reviews.( In( order( to( understand( how( the( publications(
supporting( this( thesis( fit( into(current(academic( thinking(about( the( framework( synthesis(
method,(a(systematic(review(of(the(relevant(literature(was(conducted.(According(to(Ritchie(
and( Spencer( (1994:174),( the( questions( to( be( addressed( are( contextual:( they( seek( to(
‘identify(the(nature(and(form(of(what(exists’.(Thus(the(purpose(of(this(systematic(review(















































































Key( papers(were( identified( from( content( experts,( electronic( databases,( Google( Scholar(
searching,(other( systematic( reviews(and( reference( lists(of( included( reports.(No( suitable(
conceptual(framework(was(identified;(instead,(I(developed(an(initial(conceptual(framework(
based( on( prior( research,( stakeholder( input( and( researcher( knowledge.( Reports( were(
screened(for(inclusion(using(previously(developed(criteria,(and(data(from(included(reports(
extracted( using( the( conceptual( framework( as( characteristics( of( framework( synthesis(




































framework( synthesis;( and( a( further( 20( did( not( provide( data( reflecting( on( the( use( of(
framework( synthesis.( Two( reports( did( not( focus( on( health.( A( total( of( 46( duplicate(






included( reports(were( indexed(using( the( initial( conceptual( framework(described(above,(
two(new(characteristics(emerged:(the(extent(of(iteration(and(the(epistemological(approach(

















































understand( stakeholder( views( about(disciplineAspecific( health( care( services( (37A43,( 45).(
One( aimed( to( understand( the( conceptualisation( of,( measurement( of( and( factors(
influencing( stakeholder( involvement( in( health( research( (22)( and(medical( device( design(
(44);(and(one(explored(influences(on(setting(priorities(in(health(policy(across(countries((46).((
(
Four( reports( ‘illustrated’( the(use(of( framework( synthesis,(providing:(an(overview(of( the(
method(in(conducting(reviews(of(qualitative(research((21);(a(worked(example(of(methods(
of(conceptual(framework(selection(and(development((20);(and(further(refinements(of(this(






examining( the( extent( of( iteration,( a" priori( versus( emergent( stance( and( resulting(
epistemological( position( (49).( Petticrew( et( al.( (2013)( discussed( and( placed( framework(
synthesis( within( a( range( of( quantitative( and( qualitative( methods( used( to( address(





discuss( the( key( ‘dimensions’( on(which( reviews( differ( and( ‘to( examine( the(multitude( of(













called( for( a( realist( perspective( (described( further( on( p.27)( and( analysis( was( suited( to(
thematic(synthesis(of(data((42,(44,(49,(50).(Its(utility(was(also(noted(in(synthesising(data(
aggregatively(and(configuratively(most(often(seen(with(mixed(methods(designs((12,(18,(22,(
41).( Some( authors( also( noted( a( wider( applicability( of( the(method( in( that( it( created( a(
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included( in( this( review.(Nine( included(reports(cited( the(method(of( ‘framework(analysis’(
described( by( Ritchie( and( Spencer( (19)( as( their( reference( for( framework( synthesis.( Six(
reports(referred(to(framework(analysis(described(by(Pope,(Ziebland(and(Mays((51),(who(
themselves( cited( Ritchie( and( Spencer.( Five( reports( cited( methods( described( in( work(
submitted(as(part(of(this(thesis((14).(Two(papers(referred(to(thematic(methods(outlined(by(
Miles(and(Huberman((31)(and(one(to(Strauss(and(Corbin((52).(The(iterative(nature(of(these(










The( review( conducted( by(Oliver( et( al.(2008)( did( not( select( any( preAexisting( conceptual(
framework;( instead,( authors( developed( an( a" priori( framework( based( on( researchers’(
experiences(of(public(involvement(and(the(data(identified(in(the(systematic(search(for(and(
appraisal(of(studies,(testing(that(framework(in(subsequent(stakeholder(consultations.(The(





Reports( were( next( examined( to( understand( where( in( the( review( process( framework(




the(mapping( and( interpretation( stage,( specific( to( knowledge( exchange.( These( included(
utilising(framework(synthesis:(as(a(communication(tool(to(set(the(scope(of(the(review((21,(
22);(to(foster(stakeholder(engagement(throughout(the(research(process((22);(to(map(and(
interpret( findings( across( and( for( a( range( of( stakeholders( (12,( 24,( 43,( 50)};( to( make(





Each( report( reflected( on( the( relevance,( applicability,( strengths( and( limitations( of(
framework( synthesis.( Because( these( concepts( overlap,( findings( for( each( concept( were(
pulled( together( into( three( main( dimensions:( diversity;( quality( assessment;( and( theory(







versus( textual)( and( in( combining( different( foci( (e.g.( different( aspects( of( one( situation,(






synthesis( could( be( used( to( both( ‘aggregate’( and( ‘configure’( data( (18),( or( integrate(
quantitative(and(qualitative(research(into(a(mixed(methods(synthesis((41).(For(instance,(it(
was( noted( that( this( approach( ‘allowed( comparative( analysis( of( varied( and( complex(
methods’.(Framework(synthesis(also(appeared(to(address(other(types(of(complexity:(others(
emphasised( the( value( of( framework( synthesis( in( accommodating( a( ‘diverse( literature’(
encompassing(many(types(of(medical(devices,(multiple(methods(of(user(engagement,(and(
varied( study( designs( included( in( analysis( (44).( Its( ability( to( handle( literature( that( was(
diverse(by(its(country(of(origin((suggesting(cultural(contextual(differences)(and(methods(of(
comparison((suggesting(differences(in(study(design)(was(also(noted((46).(Others(declared(









Three( reports( reflected( on( the( importance( of( quality( assessment( and( its( impact( on(
synthesis((20,(42,(48).(All(but(one(of(the(‘applied’(reviews(undertook(quality(assessment,(
using(a(range(of(established(tools.(Two(of(these(reflected(on(quality(assessment(in(relation(
to( the( method.( One( noted( that,( similar( to( other( methods( of( qualitative( synthesis,(
framework(synthesis(could(be(limited(by(the(quality(of(reporting(of(primary(research(and,(
related( to( this,( by( a( lack( of( rigorous( standards( of( quality( assessment( for( qualitative(
literature.(Rather(than(providing(overall(study(quality(ratings(for(individual(studies,(authors(
presented(percentages(of( the( included( studies( across( the(dataset(meeting(each(quality(
! 26!
assessment(criterion.(Authors(explained(that(they(‘took(the(position(that(ratings(of(study(
quality(had( the(potential( to( inform( the(development(of( the( field(as(a(whole(but(not( to(
classify(studies(relative(to(one(another’((42).(Authors(also(addressed(assessment(of(study(




assessment’( (20).( The( quality( criteria( were( derived( from( ‘relevant( critical( appraisal(









stakeholder( research( in( a( structured,( explicit(way( (39,( 43).( Some( described( framework(
synthesis( as( a( useful(method( of( undertaking( thematic( analysis(without" generating" new"
theory( (by( using( a( previously( existing( theory)( to( address( specific( questions( about(
complexity( (50).( Some( deemed( it( useful( in( developing( a( taxonomy( and( conceptual(
framework(that(allowed(the(examination(of(relationships(and(in"theorising"causal"processes(
(40),( with( systematic( methods( of( searching,( assessing( and( potentially( amalgamating(
theories( for( an( a" priori( theoretical( framework( suggested( (48).( Others( argued( that(
postponing(the(selection(of(a(conceptual(framework(until(after(coding(may(limit(any(biases(









specified( questions( could( potentially( ‘suppress( interpretive( creativity,( and( thus( reduce(
! 27!
some(of(the(vividness(of(insight(seen(in(the(best(qualitative(research’((21).(Others(alluded(






Two( reports( identified( the( benefits( of( framework( synthesis( to( address( substantive( and(
































suggested( that( iteration( in( framework( synthesis( was( limited( to( searching( only.( This(








framework( was( selected( or( generated,( and( the( apparent( differences( in( positioning(
framework(synthesis(as(a(critical(realist(or(scientific(realist(epistemology.(But(in(general,(it(
appears( that( the( current( research( describes( framework( synthesis( as( a( method( that(


















reviews( and( in( discussion( papers( that( apply( or( illustrate( its( use;( and( in( those( papers(
situating(it(within(a(range(of(synthesis(methods.(Framework(synthesis(has(been(used(across(
a( variety( of( health( and( health( systems( topics,( employing( a( range( of( previously( existing(
! 29!
conceptual( frameworks.(However,( it( has( also(been(used( to(build( theory( from(historical(
researcher( knowledge( and( from( issues( identified( in( the( literature,( suggesting( that( the(
















and( conditions( under( which( the( review( was( undertaken:( most( often( to( understand(
participants’(views(of(an(aspect(of(a(medical(illness((e.g.(treatment(burden(or(participation(
in( care).( Two( early( examples( sought( to( understand( broader( social( issues( of( public(
involvement(in(research(and(medical(device(design.(Differences(were(also(apparent(in(the(











was( described( by( most( (although( rarely( evidenced)( as( a( valuable( method( to( privilege(
stakeholder( views,( in( that( it( enabled( stakeholder(questions( to(be(addressed,( translated(
! 30!





The( included( reports( suggested( that( framework( synthesis( usefully( assesses( how( well(
included( research( fits( a( selected( theory;( however,( it( is( not( always( apparent( whether(
authors( assess( how( well( a( theory( fits( the( data.( For( example,( all( the( applied( reviews(
examined(the(fit(between(their(included(research(and(the(selected(conceptual(framework(
(‘dissonance(assessment’);(however(very( few(examined(whether( the(chosen( framework(
contained(elements(not(addressed(by(their(included(research(studies((‘gap(analysis’).(To(
ensure( that( framework( synthesis( is( robust,( it( was( suggested( that( missing( or(
‘uncomfortable’(data(should(be(assessed(to(evaluate(potential(gaps(between(the(selected(














suggested( as( an( epistemology( that( differentiates( between( the( ‘real’( world,( in( which( a(
phenomenon,(such(as(structures(or(power(relations(between(people,(exists(independent(
of(our(knowledge(of(it;(the(‘actual’(world,(in(which(structures(or(power(are(activated;(and(
the( ‘empirical’( or( observable( world( (53,( 54).( Critical( realists( are( interested( in( causality(
through( examining( the(mechanisms(which( activate( a( structure( to( produce( a( particular(
event.(These(mechanisms(are(seen(as(having(multiple(conditions(which(may(or(may(not(
activate(them,(suggesting(that(causality(can(be(studied(but(that(it( is(not(linear(in(nature(
(e.g.( that( X( produces( Y).( Further,( because( knowledge( of( the( world( is( dependent( on( a(

















Overall,( it( was( often( challenging( to( understand( whether( authors( were( trying( to( test,(








and( was( also( deemed( useful( for( looking( at( interArelationships( and( theorising( causal(
processes.( However,( some( suggest( that( it( is( an( approach( more( suitable( for( exploring(
causality( rather( than( addressing( midArange( theory( (55),( and( implies( that( framework(
synthesis( may( be( less( suitable( for( idealist( review( approaches( (i.e.( when( underlying(
assumptions(are(that(there(is(no(shared(reality(and(authors(try(to(build(up(a(theory(of(what(
is(occurring).(Further,(it(was(suggested(that(it(may(have(less(utility(when(the(conceptual(
understanding( of( a( phenomenon( is( very( clear( and( data( do( not( need( as( much(















preAdefined( or( allowed( to( emerge( during( synthesis,( and( the( amount( of( interpretation(
























on( walking( and( cycling.( This( issue( arose( because( the( Department( of( Health( wished( to(
understand( how( to( facilitate( more( physical( activity( through( active( transport.( A( recent(




alongside(those( from( intervention(evaluations.(This( review(presented(an(opportunity( to(
examine(the(fit(between(research(findings(from(qualitative(studies(of(people’s(views(and(
relevant(evaluated(public(health( interventions;( in(effect,(exploring( interventions’( 'fit( for(
purpose'((18).(We(were(relatively(inexperienced(in(framework(synthesis:(two(researchers(
were(novices(and(I(had(ten(years'(experience(of(both(quantitative((statistical(metaAanalysis)(
and( some( qualitative( synthesis( (thematic( synthesis),( but( had( not( used( framework(












The( review( framed( two( distinct( phenomena:( factors( thought( to( influence( walking( and(
cycling;( and( the( fit( between( the( public’s( views( and( the( effectiveness( of( evaluated(
! 35!
interventions( to( promote( walking( and( cycling.( In( the( synthesis( of( studies( of( people’s(
’views’,(the(factors(thought(to(influence(active(transport(were(framed(into(themes(derived(
from( looking( separately( at( children's( young(people's( and(parents'( views(of(walking( and(
cycling,(organised(at(the(level(of(the(individual,(family,(community(and(society.(Implications(
for( interventions( derived( from( the(main( themes( arising( from( the( public’s( views( about(








literature( on( participants’( ‘views’:( the( framework( of( studies( coded( by( population,(
barrier/facilitator(type(and(level(of(operation.(Ensuing(discussions(focused(on(determining(
the(most(relevant(populations(for(more(inAdepth(study,(with(children(and(young(people’s(
travel( to( school( deemed( most( relevant( for( policy.( Within( this,( specific( aspects( were(
requested,(including:(differences(in(active(travel(by(socioeconomic(status;(environmental/(
structural(factors(influencing(active(travel;(the(relationships(between(individual(behaviour(
change( and( outcomes;( and( the( mismatch( between( attitudes( and( behaviour.( At( a(
subsequent(meeting,( the( research( team(presented( the(synthesis(of( findings( from(views(
studies( and( the( proposed(methods( used( to( frame( the( interventions( using( implications(
derived(from(the(views(synthesis.(Advisory(group(stakeholders(also(shaped(the(focus(of(
synthesis(in(terms(of(the(populations(of(interest((children,(young(people(and(parents),(the(
















of( interventions( (57):( the( ‘crossAstudy( synthesis’.( This( third( part( comprised( the( second(
framework(synthesis((although(the(review’s(reported(methods(do(not(describe(it(as(such).(
Here,( we( used( the( themes( derived( from( the( findings( of( people’s( views( to( derive(




















framework( synthesis,(when(building( the( framework( for( the( views( synthesis,(we( initially(
aggregated(data(by(each(factor(identified(in(the(background(literature,(adding(new(ones(as(
they(were(identified.(Each(factor(was(further(grouped(by(child,(youth(or(parent(stakeholder(




















Coding( into( the( initial( conceptual( framework( allowed( us( to( examine( the( studies’(
characteristics,(for(example(by(participant(age((children,(youth,(adults)(or(journey(type(of(
(e.g.( walking,( cycling( or( by( car).(We( then( coded( the( barriers( and( facilitators( raised( by(
participants( (e.g.( 'weather',( 'neighbourhood'(etc.).(We( looked(across(studies(to(discover(
patterns( between( each( characteristic( and( the( identified( barriers( or( facilitators( (e.g.( if(
children( expressed( a( desire( to(walk(more( often( than( young( people),( aggregating( these(


















the( review( progressed( (requiring( more( interpretive( creativity( during( the( thematic(
development( stage( to( allow( themes( to( emerge).( The( epistemological( approach( in( the(
second(framework(synthesis,(while(not(reported(in(the(review,(was(a"priori,(testing(theory(
by( comparing( implications( derived( from( themes( against( intervention( characteristics.(
Background( literature( scoping( conducted(as(part(of( the( review( revealed( several( factors(







findings(about( factors( influencing(people’s(walking/cycling(were(examined(for( recurrent(
themes(across(all(age(groups,(overarching(themes(emerged.(These(included(a(culture(of(
car(use;(fear(and(dislike(of(local(environments;(children(as(responsible(transport(users;(and(




The( second( framework( synthesis(was(a" priori,( in( that( intervention( characteristics(were(
compared(to(viewsAderived(themes.(Again,(there(was(also(iteration(back(and(forth(between(
the( initial( conceptual( framework,( the( data( and:( barriers/facilitators;( level( of( operation(
(individual,( family,( community,( society).( Iteration( also( occurred( between( themes( and(
barriers/facilitators;(populations;(and(journey(type.(In(one(sense,(the(concepts(were(preA
defined(and( the(data(were( fairly( fixed.(Some( interpretive(creativity(occurred(as( themes(
were(derived(from(what(was(said(about(each(concept((i.e.(barrier(or(facilitator)(according(
to( children,( youth( and( parents.( The( extent( of( interpretive( creativity( at( the( second(
framework(synthesis(was(more(limited,(in(that(characteristics(of(interventions((e.g.(physical(





























This( systematic( review(began(by( taking( several(preAdetermined(concepts(about(walking(
and(cycling(to(school(that(had(not(yet(been(woven(together( into(a(theory.(Higher(order(































(42,( 43).(However,( this( review(went(beyond(other( systematic( reviews(using( framework(
synthesis(in(three(ways.(First,(it(conducted(a(‘two(stage’(review(18)(of(a(body(of(research(
followed(by(a(synthesis(of(a(subset(of(studies(on(a(topic(informed(by(our(Advisory(Group(–(
the( initial( conceptual( framework( presented( clearly( to( the( Advisory( Group( the(
characteristics( of( the( literature( available( for( synthesis.( This( was( a( methodological(
innovation( for( systematic( reviewing,(which(we( believe( allows( decisions( to( be(made( on(
relevance(that(are(better(informed(by(the(breadth(and(depth(of(research((18).(This(type(of(






As( with( all( systematic( reviews( undertaken( by( our( research( team,( this( review( was(
undertaken( with( the( help( of( an( Advisory( Group( of( key( academics,( policy( experts( and(
consumer(groups.(Gaining(input(from(stakeholders(was(becoming(increasingly(important(
at(the(time((61,(62),(particularly(the(inclusion(of(consumer(representation((63A65).(Here,(




The( questionable( contribution( of( qualitative( studies( of( lower( methodological( quality(




way( to( foster(knowledge( transfer(without(advocating( the( implementation(of(potentially(
unreliable( findings.( The( review( process( included( assessment( of( included( views( studies’(
methodology( using( standard( quality( assessment( tools.( Studies( rating( 'low'( were( not(
included( in( synthesis( but( were( listed( for( reference.( This( was( appropriate( given( review(









Recognising( the( importance(of( involving( local( communities( in( activities( relating( to( their(
health,( the(National( Institute( of( Health( Research( (NIHR)( requested( evidence( about( the(
effectiveness(and(costAeffectiveness(of(community(engagement( interventions.(However,(






health( of( themselves( and/or( their( communities.( Such( community( engagement(













costAeffectiveness( of( community( engagement,( determining( for(whom( interventions( are(
effective(and(under(what(circumstances.(These( syntheses( required( the(configuration(of(
data(and(concepts,(which(were(subsequently(aggregated(to(test(whether(some(aspects(of(
community( engagement( were( associated( with( larger( health( effects.( Because( each(
synthesis(informed(the(next,(and(all(syntheses(informed(the(final(conceptual(framework,(












numeric( in( nature,( requiring( configuration( of( ideas( and( concepts,( but( also( some(



























metaAanalysis( and( metaAregressions( subsequently( informed( the( final( conceptual(
framework(of(community(engagement.(((
(
My( epistemological( stance( during( this( project( shifted( between( positivism( and(
interpretivism((see(Figure(2.4(on(p.26),(perhaps(necessarily(in(response(to(the(demands(of(
the(review.(I(recognised(that(there(were(many(different(ideas(in(the(literature(about(what(
























An( a" priori( framework( was( developed( from( researcher( expertise( and( initial( scoping(







































































Outcome( and( economic( evaluations( were( coded( using( the( aspects( identified( in( the(
framework,( and( patterns( of( community( engagement( were( sought( by( looking( at(
combinations(of(codes(within(the(intervention(studies.((
(
The( conceptual( framework( developed( appreciably( during( the( project,( changing( as( we(
moved(between(the(data(extracted( from(process(evaluations,(outcome(evaluations(and(
economic(evaluations(and(then(again(once(we(tested(it(using(effectiveness(data.(In(the(first(





















































































































































































Community Engagement: Conceptual Framework 
! 48!
These(methodological(actions(transformed(our(thinking(about(the(framework.(It(revealed(
dimensions( of( community( engagement( that( were( driving( our( thinking( about( what(
influenced(community(engagement:(who(defines( the( issue,(what(motivates(people,( the(
variation(with(community(engagement,(what(mediates(it,(what(processes(influence(it,(and(
the( types( of( outcomes( and( recipients( who( benefit( from( community( engagement.(
Dimensions(appeared(as(the(yellow(boxes(at(the(top(of(the(figure.(Characteristics(within(
each(of( the(dimensions( lined(up(below.(The(triangle(was(added(to(represent(that(some(







codes( within( the( intervention( studies( revealed( three( mechanisms( of( community(
engagement,(which(represent(the(overarching(themes(of(the(final(conceptual(framework:(
(1)(those(where(the(health(need(is(defined(by(the(community;((2)(those(that(involve(the(
community( in( design( and( delivery;( and( (3)( those( that( rely( on( community(members( to(




in( community( engagement( and( influenced( health( outcomes.( Thus,( a( second( triangle(
representing(more(and(less(health(interventionist(stance(was(added(to(the(framework.(In(
addition,( a( final( consultation(with( advisory( group(members( suggested( that( community(
engagement(was(more(likely(to(proceed(iteratively(from(one(dimension(to(another((e.g.(
between(who(defines,(their(motivation(and(participation).(In(addition,(more(mediators(and(
























data( extracted( from( each( type( of( study.( In( addition,( newly( identified( concepts( in( the(
literature(were(added(into(the(framework,(suggesting(the(need(for(a(thorough(gap(analysis.(




























































































































































































Gaps( in( theory(were(tested(to(reveal(any(substantive(gaps( in( the(developed( framework(
suggesting( areas( for( further( research.( Gaps( in( mechanisms( were( identified( (e.g.( three(
proposed( mechanisms( of( communityAidentified( need,( collaborating( or( consulting( on(

















and( theoretical( expertise( to( further( develop( the( framework( (rather( than( just( senseA
checking(it);(and(empirical(testing(of(mechanisms(derived(from(the(framework(on(trials(of(






results.( This( systematic( review(was( limited(with( respect( to(generalisability( in( two(ways.(
First,(the(conceptual(framework(is(transferable(only(to(studies(reporting(on(at( least(one(
health(outcome.(Some(community(engagement(literature(was(excluded(because(it(did(not(






communities( without( health( inequalities.( However,( such( priorityAsetting( decisions( in(


















For( our( research( team,( this( presented( a( good( opportunity( to( update( substantively( the(
systematic(review(we(had(conducted(previously((5),(which(I(discussed(in(Chapter(4.(This(
included( the( chance( to( further( develop( and( test( the( conceptual( framework( we( had(
developed( in( our( earlier( review.( In( particular,( we( wanted( to( discover( more( about( the(












We( undertook( conceptual( development( in( our( first( review( that( provided(multiple( preA
defined(concepts( concerning(different(aspects(and(domains(of( community(engagement(
(see(Figure(4.6:(p.47).(As(before,(synthesis(required(analysis(of(both(textual(and(numeric(
data,(where(specific( located(processes(would(be(added( into(the(conceptual( framework,(
descriptively( analysed,( and( explored( further( in( metaAanalysis( and( in( qualitative(
comparative(analysis(to(understand(their(relationship((if(any)(with(health(outcome(effect(
sizes.(Newly(identified(processes(were(treated(as(emergent(concepts(and(added(into(the(
conceptual( framework,( and( the( combinations( of( processes( that( were( tested( during(
! 53!
synthesis.(As(in(the(earlier(community(engagement(review,(interpretation(occurred(during(
synthesis( in( order( to( build( meaning( during( the( development( of( the( final( conceptual(
framework(and(the(qualitative(comparative(analysis;(however,(the(metaAanalysis(was(built(
upon(interpretation(derived(from(the(final(conceptual(framework(and(its(results(informed(












methods,( including( the( specific( area( of( community( engagement( on( which( to( focus(






















This( review,( undertaken( in( two( stages,( aimed( to( understand( from( the( most( current(
literature(whether(community(engagement(interventions(were(effective,(for(whom,(and(
under(what(circumstances.(The(first(stage(of(the(review(was(a(mapping(exercise,(in(which(




the( review,( described( in( this( chapter,( examined( specific( processes( of( community(
engagement(to(see(how(they(were(related(to(both(the(extent(of(community(engagement(

























informed( across( design,( delivery( and( evaluation( of( an( intervention)( and( modifiable(
processes(of( community( engagement( (biAdirectional( communication,( collective(decision(
making,( training( support,( admin( support,( time( for( relationship(development,( frequency(
duration( and( timing( of( meetings).( These( originated( from( the( conceptual( framework(
developed(in(the(original(community(engagement(review((5).((New(processes(were(added(









































































































































































































effect( sizes.( Thematic( development( proved( difficult,( as( study( authors( often( did( not( go(
beyond( stating( a( process.( In( considering( the( relationship( between( the( extent( of(
engagement( (i.e.( design,( delivery( and( evaluation)( and( effects,( we( hypothesised( two(






with( processes( and( extent( of( engagement.( In( addition,( the( extent( of( engagement( and(
health(behaviour(outcomes((in(longitudinal(studies)(were(found(to(be(associated.(Results(
from(the(metaAanalysis(suggested(that(while(a(higher(number(of(community(engagement(





that( community( engagement( that( included( lay( delivery( as( one( strategy( tended( to( be(















Gap( analysis( (i.e.( examining( differences( between( the( a" priori( framework( and( the( new(
conceptual( framework)( was( undertaken( in( that( we( were( able( to( identify( some(
characteristics(in(the(literature(that(weren't(in(the(existing(framework.(Further,(gaps(were(
identified( in(complete( reporting(of( the(characteristics(as(well(as( in( the( lack(of( reported(
evaluation(on(those(characteristics.(For(example,(authors(might(note(that(a(characteristic(





however,( they(did(not(differ( from(higher(quality(studies( in(this(aspect.(Reflections(were(
made(on( the( contribution( that( new( characteristics(made( to( the( framework( in( terms(of(
frequency.(This(reflection(did(not(extend(to(the(contributions(made(to(the(‘thickness'(of(




















about( (1)( the( modifiable( processes( of( community( engagement( associated( with( larger(




may(be(because(processes(were(poorly(and( inconsistently(described( in( the(studies,(and(
none(of(the(included(studies(actually(evaluated(the(processes.(However,(it(is(interesting(to(
note(that(effect(sizes(were(higher(where(more(processes(were(employed(and(were(there(


















































































































































































































This( review( was( undertaken( to( assess( the( evidence( of( a( causal( relationship( between(
hepatitis(C(virus(and(extrahepatic(conditions(and(the(impact(of(hepatitis(C(virus((HCV)(upon(
healthArelated( quality( of( life( of( people( in( the( UK.( ( Specifically,( the( review( aimed( to(
understand(how(chronic(hepatitis(C(virus((HCV)(infection(is(associated(with(healthArelated(
quality( of( life;(which( extrahepatic( conditions( are( associated(with( chronic(HCV;( and( any(





from(nonAexperimental( studies.(The(second(was( to(develop(methods(of( integrating( this(
evidence(with(that(which(evaluates(healthArelated(quality(of(life.(My(own(epistemological(
stance(was(decidedly(realist(at(the(beginning(of(this(review.(I(saw(this(as(a(logical(exercise(






Data( in( this( review( were( constituted( from( two( sources:( (i)( research( studies( of( mostly(
survey,(observational(or(caseAcontrol(design(that(examined(associations(between(HCV(and(
various( extrahepatic( conditions;( and( (ii)( perspectives( of( scientific( advisory( and( public(
advocacy(groups(about(what(constituted(an( important(extrahepatic(condition,(and(why.(
Based( on( discussions( with( advocacy( group( members,( quality( of( life( in( extrahepatic(
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conditions( could( be( considered( a( complex( topic( because( (i)( there( are(
interactions/moderating( effects( between( extrahepatic( conditions( and( their( diagnosis,(






interpretation.( The( emergent( concepts( (other( extrahepatic( conditions)(were( combined.(
We(were(exploring(theory(around(the('importance'(of(extrahepatic(conditions(in(relation(
to( people's( quality( of( life( by( examining( the( ways( that( different( sources( of( evidence(










adding(new(conditions(as(stakeholder(groups( identified( them.(The( framework(was( then(
subject(to(emergent(interpretation,(in(that(we(iteratively(reorganised(our(understanding(
of(what(was( ‘important’( by( taking( into( consideration( the( perspectives( offered( by( each(
source( of( evidence:( each( time( another( source( (i.e.( stakeholder)( was( consulted,( the(
ordering( of( ‘important’( extrahepatic( conditions( changed( to( reflect( the( most( balanced(
























groups.(A( Scientific(Advisory(Group(of( key(experts(was( created,( consisting(of(DH(policy(
advisors,(epidemiologists,(virologists,(hepatologists(and(advocacy(group(representatives.(
Their( role(was( to(help( to( identify( relevant( studies,(provide(contextual(understanding(of(
extrahepatic(conditions(related(to(HCV,(help(focus(the(review(in(order(to(determine(the(














were( well( connected( to( people( affected( by( HCV.( However,( we( recognised( that( other,(
smaller( advocacy( groups( whose( interest( in( HCV( was( not( their( main( focus,( might( also(
usefully(inform(the(review.(To(ensure(that(a(wide(range(of(stakeholders(had(an(opportunity(
to(provide(their(views(on(extrahepatic(conditions(and(quality(of(life,(organisations(such(as(









frequently( researched.( The( resulting( 'framework'( of( most( frequently( researched(








studies(was(subsequently(synthesised( inAdepth.(The(systematic( review(process( followed(
the( EPPIACentre's( standard( stages( of( searching/scoping,( inclusion/exclusion( screening,(
coding/data(extraction(of(study(characteristics,(risk(of(bias(assessment,(outcome(extraction(
and(metaAanalysis.(An(initial(conceptual(framework(of(extrahepatic(conditions,(identified(
in( previously( existing( systematic( reviews,( was( used.( Framework( synthesis( was( not(
described(as(the(method(of(analysis;(however,(consideration(of(the(review’s(framework(























To(populate( the( framework,( included(studies(were(coded(according(to( the(extrahepatic(
condition( under( study.( Each( extrahepatic( condition( studied( was( compared( to( the(
framework( and( new( conditions( added.( The( resulting( framework( of( most( frequently(
researched( extrahepatic( conditions( was( presented( to( Scientific( Advisory( Group( and(




































































conditions( noted( by( Advisory( Group( members( as( ‘important’( in( that( they( were( most(
prominently( researched.( However,( individual( consultations( with( four( Advocacy( Groups(
provided( different( results.( Advocacy( group( members( tended( to( describe( extrahepatic(
conditions(more( in( terms( of( symptoms( or( problems( rather( than( diagnoses,( e.g.( ‘heart(


































The( different( sources( of( evidence( needed( to( be( considered( in( light( of( the( research(
objectives( at( this( stage.( The( research( evidence( showed(over( one(hundred(extrahepatic(
conditions(potentially(related(to(HCV:(too(many(to(be(synthesised(in(the(time(available.(To(

















The( framework( identified( gaps( suggesting( further( research,( by( highlighting( a(mismatch(
between(stakeholders’( views(about(what( constituted( important(extrahepatic( conditions(
(EHCs)( and(why,( and(what(had(been(most( commonly( researched.( Stakeholders(did(not(
identify( many( extrahepatic( conditions( as( important( on( the( initial( framework,( and( also(
identified( new( conditions.( Configuration( of( stakeholder( views,( accumulated( research(














Depression( 4( 148*( 0(
Anxiety( 4( 42( 0(
Pain( 4( 31( 0(
Fatigue( 4( 66*( 0(
Impaired(cognition( 3( 113*( 0(
Thyroid(problems( 2( 55( 0(
Headaches( 2( 3( 0(
Brittle(teeth( 2( 0( 0(
Diabetes( 1( 244*( 1(
Circulation(problems( 1( 163( 0(
Renal(conditions( 1( 145( 0(
Cerebral(problems( 1( 27( 0(
Osteopaenia( 1( 23( 0(
Lung(disease( 1( 22( 0(
Gallstone(problems( 1( 12( 0(
Vitamin(D(deficiency( 1( 6( 0(
Irritable(bowel(syndrome( 1( 5( 0(
Prostate(problems( 1( 1( 0(
Breast(cancer( 1( 1( 0(
Bladder(problems( 1( 1( 0(
NonAHodgkin’s(lymphoma( 0( 162*( 1(
Mixed(cryoglobulinaemia( 0( 138*( 1(
Insulin(resistance( 0( 106*( 1(








stakeholder( consultations( provided( additional( sources( of( evidence( to( frame( important(
extrahepatic( conditions.( The( iterative( knowledge( exchange( and( researcher( reflections(
undertaken( throughout( this( review( allowed( us( to( interpret( which( conditions( were(








In( order( to( address( the( research( questions( posed( in( this( thesis,(my( systematic( reviews(
submitted(for(consideration((hereafter(referred(to(as(‘thesis(reviews’)(were(compared(to(
those(identified(in(the(systematic(review(of(framework(synthesis(described(in(Chapter(2,(
with( respect( to( the( contexts( in( which( they( were( undertaken;( their( epistemological(
approach;( their(methods( of( framing;( and( the( gaps( assessed( between( and(within( study(
quality( and( their( conceptual( frameworks.( Constant( comparative( synthesis( methods(




examining( treatment( burden( in( stroke( (40),( or( factors( affecting( patient( participation( in(




which( inevitably( cross( boundaries( between( contexts,( methods( and( disciplines.( Topics(
focused(on(broader(issues((e.g.(community(engagement(in(health(care)(experienced(across(
social(contexts.(Here,(the(framework(guides(the(collection(and(analysis(of(multiple(types(of(
data( in(a(manner( that( is(both(coherent(and(systematic,(building(on( (i)(methods(used( in(
framework( analysis( and( synthesis( elsewhere,( and( (ii)( stakeholder( involvement.( The(




















to( focus( on( multiple( dimensions( of( a( problem" or" outcome,( examining( barriers( and(
facilitators( to( walking( and( cycling( and( their( fit( with( evaluated( interventions;(





the( individual,( family,( community( and( society( (82).( In( contrast( to( other( reviews( which(
examined(individual(and(family(level(influences((e.g.(patients’(and(caregivers’(perspectives(
of(cancer(pain(management),(thesis(reviews(looked(beyond(these(to(more(broadly(examine(
issues( at( the( community( and( society( levels;( for( example,( by( applying( perspectives( of(
walking( and( cycling( from( individuals( and( families( to( communityAlevel( interventions.(









(83A85).( In(addition( to( these( stakeholders,( thesis( reviews(also( involved(members(of( the(
public(from(key(interest(groups.(Engaging(stakeholders(in(the(systematic(review(process(is(
important.( It( has( been( argued( that( involving( members( of( the( public,( professionals,(




commissioners( in( the( UK( require( stakeholder( involvement( throughout( the( research(
process((87);(and(increasingly,(examples(of(stakeholder(engagement(in(systematic(reviews(
are(emerging((88,(89).(The(findings(from(this(thesis(suggest(that(previous(reviews(utilising(




testing( those( frameworks.( Because( thesis( reviews( sought( to( develop,( explore( and( test(
theory,(stakeholder(involvement(was(considered(crucial(in(order(to(ensure(that(the(theory(



























were( compared(by( examining:( the( researcher’s( stance;( their( stated( approach;(whether(






a( preference( for(working(with( data( that( arises( from( a( positivist( or( interpretive( view(of(













it( was( called( a( realist( method.( These( other( reviews( and( reports( most( often( described(




affecting(quality(of( life( in(hepatitis(C( (Chapter(6)(and(where(mechanisms(of(community(
engagement( interventions( and( processes( were( derived( from( a( conceptual( framework(
(Chapter( 4,( 5).( ( My( stance( as( a( researcher( was( realist( throughout,( although( my(
















a( range(of(mechanisms(were( identified( that,( to(differing(degrees,( can(be(considered( to(
affect(the(methods(of(framework(synthesis(potentially(used( in(a(systematic(review.(This(







findings( from( multiple( primary( studies( (4,( 50).( Which( of( these( is( chosen( depends( on(
reasons(for(undertaking(a(systematic(review,(its(research(question(and(ultimate(purpose(
(18).( Where( consensus( exists( on( preAdefined( theoretical( concepts( and( the( review( will(
provide( answers( which( support( or( refute( a( hypothesis,( a( review( is( testing( theory.(
Systematic( reviews( can( also( explore( theory( when( they( seek( to( provide( more( detailed(
findings(within(a(set(of(answers,( for(example( in(determining(whether(an( intervention( is(
more(effective(for(one(group(versus(another.(Here,(the(preAdefined(concepts(may(not(be(















(43).( Others( suggested( that( framework( synthesis( was( useful( for( undertaking( thematic(
analysis( without( generating( new( theory( (50).( In( contrast,( thesis( reviews( employed(
framework( synthesis( to( generate,( explore( and( test( theory.( For( example,( a( conceptual(
framework(of( factors( influencing(walking(and(cycling(was(generated(and(then(tested(by(
comparing(the(fit(between(qualitative(and(quantitative(synthesis( findings( (Chapter(3).(A(
conceptual( framework( of( community( engagement( and( potential( mechanisms( was(
generated( and( explored( through( a( descriptive( map( of( trials( (Chapter( 4);( then( the(
hypothesised(mechanisms(were(generated(and(tested(with(findings(from(a(metaAanalysis(
of( trials.( In( a( subsequent( review,( different( mechanisms( (i.e.( processes( and( levels)( of(
community(engagement(were(explored(and(their(influence(tested(on(outcome(effect(sizes(
(Chapter( 5).( Theories( were( generated( about( ‘important’( extrahepatic( conditions( by(
comparing(stakeholder(consultation(with(research(evidence,(in(order(to(subsequently(test(
the( causal( relationship( between( important( extrahepatic( conditions( and( hepatitis( C(
(Chapter(6).((
(
It( has( been( suggested( that( the( degree( of( iteration( differs( between( types( of( research(
synthesis,(with(a"priori(approaches(using(less(iteration(than(more(emergent(ones((18,(24,(
49).(Iteration(can(occur:(between(data(and(the(framework,(as(new(concepts(identified(by(




and( between( the( conceptual( framework( and( the( researchers,( as( discussions( arise( to(
understand( patterns( in( the( data( which( inform( the( conceptual( framework( (100).( Other(
reports( of( framework( synthesis( and( thesis( reviews( consistently( identified( the( use( of(
iteration( between(data( and( conceptual( frameworks,( and(qualitative( sensitivity( analyses(

























from( stakeholder( consultations.( These( constituted( ‘mixed(methods’( or( ‘mixed( sources’(
reviews( (4,( 18).( Different( mixed( methods( synthesis( typologies( have( been( developed,(
following( methods( described( in( mixed( methods( primary( synthesis( (97,( 102,( 103).( The(
walking( and( cycling( review( (Chapter( 3)( is( most( similar( to( reviews( employing( thematic(
synthesis( methods( because( it( developed( theory( to( explain( intervention( effects,( using(
comparative( methods( (12,( 97).( In( contrast,( the( qualitative( studies( results( concerning(
community( engagement( (Chapter(4,( 5)(were( transformed( into( a( conceptual( framework(
which(was(utilised(to(generate(and(then(test(mechanisms(of(community(engagement.(This(
‘convergent( qualitative( synthesis’( is( most( similar( to( reviews( undertaking( critical(
interpretive(synthesis,(metaAnarrative(synthesis( (where(concepts(are(being(established),(





quality( of( life.( This( ‘convergent( quantitative( synthesis’( is( most( similar( to( Bayesian(
approaches,( in(which(data( is( transformed( to( inform( further( statistical(analysis( (97,(101,(
104).(
(
It( is( important(to(note(that,(while(this(mixed(studies(typology( is(helpful( in(clarifying(the(












reasons,( to( facilitate( rapid( examination( of( evidence( within( small( and( inexperienced(
research(teams,(using(a(realist(perspective.(While(some(suggested(it(was(useful(for(creating(
structures(that(facilitated(stakeholder(discussion(and(for(aggregating(and(configuring(data(
in( mixed( methods( designs,( these( uses( were( rarely( borne( out.( Thesis( reviews( chose(
framework(synthesis(for(all(of(these(reasons;(however,(it(was(also(selected(for(its(ability(to(
include(wider( stakeholder( perspectives,( organise( broader( and(more( complicated( issues(
and( because( it( was( flexible( enough( to( support( types( of( synthesis( beyond( thematic(
synthesis.((((
!
Thesis( reviews( consistently( constructed( an( initial" conceptual( framework,( rather( than(
selecting( an( established( conceptual( framework( or( theory.( Instead,( a( series( of(
characteristics(known(to(influence(a(phenomenon(were(utilised(as(a(series(of(logic(models(
to( generate( theory.( This( methodology( was( similar( to,( and( indeed( influenced( by,( the(
previous(systematic(review(undertaken(by(colleagues(in(which(the(conceptual(framework(
was( built( on( historical( researcher( knowledge( and( logic( models( gleaned( from( scoping(
searches(at(the(background(stage(of(the(review((22).(In(each(of(the(other(‘applied’(reviews,(
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frameworks( were( selected( from( the( same( discipline( from( within( which( the( research(
question(was(set.(Most( initial(conceptual( frameworks(were( lone( theories,(although(two(
used( more( than( one,( a( method( later( suggested( to( be( appropriate( (47).( Theory(
development(is(important(in(providing(and(evaluating(health(care,(as(it(is(thought(to(shape(











Findings( from( thesis( reviews( suggest( that( the( framework( was( ordered( and( reAordered(
throughout(the(review(process,(as(the(emerging(conceptual(framework(was(tested(against(
the(research(evidence(and(in(light(of(stakeholder(consultations.(The(conceptual(framework(
acted( here( as( an( ‘iterative( logic(model’( to( help( structure( and( communicate( ideas(with(
stakeholders((107):p.31).((
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derived( from( data.( The( variation( in( these( methods( to( synthesise( data( from( different(
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first( framework( synthesis( of( participants’( views( against( evaluated( interventions( in( a(
constant( comparative( synthesis.( The( first( community( engagement( review( (Chapter( 4)(
iteratively(developed(the(initial(conceptual(framework(using(research(data(and(stakeholder(
consultations,(and(then(derived(potential(mechanisms(that(were(tested(against(effect(sizes(
extracted( from( evaluated( interventions( using( metaAanalysis( methods.( The( second(
community( engagement( review( (Chapter( 5)( synthesised( hypothesised( interactions(
between( processes( and( extent( of( engagement,( tested( them( in( metaAregression( and(
explored( these( further( in(qualitative( comparative( analysis( to( further(develop( theory.( In(
addition,( stakeholder( involvement( brought( additional( perspectives( to( the( research(
process,(allowing(us(to(examine(the(fit(between(theories(and(lived(experiences.(Here,(gaps(
in(the(framework(of(extrahepatic(conditions(identified(in(the(Hepatitis(C(review((Chapter(







most(other( reviews( sought( to( synthesise(one( type(of( research(evidence( (i.e.(qualitative(
research(of(participants’(experiences(or(case(studies)(in(order(to(‘frame’(those(perspectives(
against( a( previously( existing( theory.( In( contrast,( my( thesis( reviews( built( conceptual(
frameworks( from( the( views(of( lay(people( (i.e.( their( expressed(barriers( and( facilitators);(
discussed( the( frameworks( and( the( research( they( frame(with( review( stakeholders;( and(
applied( multiple( research( synthesis( methods( (e.g.( QCA,( metaAregression,( constant(
comparative( analysis)( within( them.( These( innovations( made( it( easier( to( address(
stakeholder( priorities( and( to( draw( on( conclusions( and( recommendations( relevant( to(
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stakeholders.(As(such,(these(are(transdisciplinary(systematic(reviews(designed(for(decision(











Framework( synthesis( methods( are( derived( from( context,( which( influences( (i)( whether(
‘single’(or(‘mixed(methods’(designs(are(used,(and(matches(and(mismatches(between(types(
of(data(are(assessed;(and((ii)(how(matches(and(mismatches(between(theories(and( lived(
experiences( are( considered( through( stakeholder( engagement( throughout( the( review(













































Second,( it( is( possible( that( some( previous( examples( of( framework( synthesis( were( not(
located(because(to(be(included,(authors(had(to(refer(to(it(specifically(as(a(method.(Indeed,(
one(of(my(thesis(reviews((Chapter(4)(was(not(conceptualised(as(a(framework(synthesis(in(




Third,( using( framework( synthesis( to( undertake( a( systematic( review( about( framework(
synthesis(appears(on( the(surface( to(be(somewhat(overcomplicated.(However,( synthesis(
should(be(guided(by( a( review’s(purpose(and( context( (12).( This( review(aimed( to(use(an(
identified( (although( nascent)( conceptual( framework( in( order( to( build( a( more(























Framework( synthesis( has( been( described( by( others( as( a( method( which( uses( a(
predominantly(a"priori(approach(to(aggregate(and(configure(data,(most(often(by(applying(










product;(and((3)( in( illustrating( its(use(of(a(range(of(methods(beyond(thematic(synthesis(
(such(as(metaAregression(and(QCA)(to(build(knowledge.(These(innovations(allow(for(more(
transparent,( relevant( and( appropriate( integration( of( theory( into( the( systematic( review(
process,( thus( filling(a(need( to(address(more( comprehensively( the( complex( issues(often(
identified(by(policy(makers(while(also(taking(the(perspectives(and(opinions(of(a(variety(of(
stakeholders(into(account((Oliver,(2015).(Ultimately,(the(main(contribution(of(this(thesis(
has(been( to(distinguish( two(key(approaches( to( framework(synthesis:( the(approach( that(
constructs(a(framework((often(in(discussion(with(stakeholders)(to(accommodate(research(
from(across(academic(disciplines(and/or(policy( sectors;( and( the( ‘bestAfit’( approach( that(












using( different( types( of( synthesis( methods.( These( ‘mixed( studies’( and( ‘mixed( sources’(
reviews(seek(to(address(broad(and(complex(policy(questions(that(go(beyond(questions(of(










emergent( reasoning( and( iteration( to( generate,( explore( and( test( theory( using(















All( of( these( approaches( overlap( in( terms( of( the( extent( to( which( theory( is( generated,(




and( beliefs)( and( scientific( realism( (in(which( knowledge( of( the(world( ever(more( closely(
approaches(an(external(‘truth’);(and(findings(from(some(included(reports(suggest(that(this(
may(be(dependent( on( the( extent( to(which( stakeholders’( views( are( employed( either( as(
participants(in(the(research(process(or(as(the(phenomenon(under(study.(This(suggests(it(is(
a( useful( alternative( to( realist( synthesis( and( critical( interpretive( synthesis( (99,( 100).(
However,(it(is(important(to(clarify(which(stakeholders(will(be(involved(in(the(review,(and(in(
what( ways,( prior( to( selecting( a( method( of( synthesis.( It( appears( that( differences( exist(





















under(study( is(occurring(and( from(the(researcher’s(own(preferences( (18,(118).(Further,(














the( theory.( Finally,( it(will( benefit( understanding(about( stakeholder( contributions( to( the(


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the( search( string( illustrated( in( Appendix( 3;( reference( lists( of( included( studies( were(
searched;(and(key(experts(contacted.(Thesaurus(specific(terms(for(‘framework(synthesis’(
were(not(found(and(thus(not(used.(Searches(were(conducted(from(database(inception(up(
to( 1( January( 2015,( with( a( search( update( undertaken( to( include( references( up( to( 31(
December( 2015.( No( language( limits( were( set( on( the( searches.( These( methods( were(
undertaken(as(recommended(in(current(research(synthesis(guidance((36,(119).(
(






No( explicit( conceptual( framework( of( framework( synthesis( in( systematic( reviewing( was(
located,( although( several( papers( describing( the( method( were( located( (20,( 47,( 48).( A(
conceptual(framework(of(key(issues(was(derived(from(discussion(papers(identified(in(the(
scoping( searches( undertaken( for( writing( the( PhD( proposal,( from( the( researcher’s(

































from(the(data,(enabling(subsequent(comparison(across( reports.( In(order( to(consistently(













Mapping"and" Interpretation:( the( former(stage(analyses( the(main(characteristics(of(each(
research(paper,(by(grouping(characteristics( into(categories(and(deriving(themes(directly(
from( those(data.(During( the( latter( stage,(derived( themes(are( considered( in( light(of( the(
original( research(questions.(At( this( stage,( findings( from(the( review(can(be(presented( in(








pieces( of( data( that( reflected( and( interpreted( the( use( of( framework( synthesis.( Thus,(
traditional( quality( assessment( of( included( studies( normally( undertaken( in( a( systematic(












Quality(assurance(measures(undertaken( in(systematic(reviews(ensure(that( the(review( is(
consistently( and( transparently( conducted,( to( reduce( the( likelihood(of( bias( (i.e.( drawing(
incorrect(conclusions(from(studies(included(in(the(review(that(contain(systematic(selection(
or(reporting(errors)((4,(34).(As(part(of(quality(assurance,(an(Information(Scientist(informed(
the( development( of( literature( searches.( The( PhD( candidate( and( a( second( researcher(
undertook(screening,(with(any(references(identified(by(either(researcher(included(for(fullA
text( retrieval.( I( conducted( coding( and( synthesis,( in( consultation( with( both( PhD( coA
supervisors(and(EPPIACentre(colleagues.(Data(integrity(and(analysis(were(maintained(with(
the(use(of(EPPIAReviewer(software((12).(
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APPENDIX(3:(Search(strategy(terms(
!
(
Search(undertaken:(Database(inception(to(31(December(2015(
(
(
(
Sources:(
(
PubMed(
“framework(synthesis”(in(TI,AB(
“framework(analysis”(in(TI,AB(AND(PT=review(
(
(
ASSIA(
“framework(synthesis”(in(TI,AB(
“framework(analysis”(in(TI,AB(AND(PT=review(
(
(
Sociological(Abstracts(
“framework(synthesis”(in(TI,AB(
“framework(analysis”(in(TI,AB(AND(PT=review(
(
(
Web(of(Science(
“framework(synthesis”(in(TI,TS((topic)(
“framework(analysis”(in(TI,TS(
(
(
PsycInfo(
“framework(synthesis”(in(TI,AB(
“framework(analysis”(in(TI,AB(AND(PT=review(
!
!
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APPENDIX(4:(Coding(tool:(Review(of(other(literature(on(
framework(synthesis(
!
!
Aims(of(report(described?(
Enter(as(stated(by(authors(in(the(information(box(
(
(
Did(authors(provide(a(reason(why(they(used(framework(synthesis?((
Did(authors(explain(why(framework(synthesis(was(selected(over(other(methods?((
(
(
Can(their(use(be(compared(to(Ritchie(and(Spencer's(method?(
i.e.,(did(they(list(the(steps(as(described(by(Ritchie(and(Spencer(or(refer(to(them(explicitly?((
(
(
To(which(stage(s)(of(SR(was(the(framework(synthesis(applied?(
How(did(framework(synthesis(get(used?(Did(authors(apply(framework(synthesis(to(one(
stage(of(the(review((e.g.(analysis(stage(only),(or(did(they(describe(its(use(in(setting(the(
research(question,(community(engagement,(etc.?(
(
(
Were(the(strengths(of(the(method(discussed?(
Did(authors(reflect(on(the(strengths(of(using(framework(synthesis?(
(
(
Did(authors(discuss(any(limitations(of(the(method?(
Did(the(authors(reflect(on(any(limitations(in(using(framework(synthesis(methods?(
(
(
Were(any(future(research(methods(work(recommended(by(authors?(
Did(authors(describe(any(methods(work(that(needs(to(be(addressed(as(a(result(of(
conducting(this(study?((
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APPENDIX(5.(Excluded(studies:(Reasons(for(exclusion(
!
1.! Title(and(Abstract(Screening(
(
EXCLUDE(1:(Not(about(Framework(Synthesis(
GUIDANCE:*Has*to*be*about*framework*synthesis*methods*(stated*by*the*authors*as*such),*as*used*in*systematic*review*health*research*synthesis.*The*ref*
might*be*about*framework*analysis*methods*(primary*study*synthesis)*but*would*be*excluded*here.*
N=73(citations(
(
Alajarín(Mateo,(Bonillo(Baltasar,(Vidal(Angel,(and(Bautista(Delia.((2007).(Bis(heterocumulenes)(derived(from(the(1,4XdiphenylX1,3Xbutadiyne(framework.(
Synthesis(of(three(new(classes(of(axially(chiral(biheteroaryls..(The*Journal*of*organic*chemistry,(73(1),(pp.291X4.(
(
Baranov(A(I(I,(Isaeva(A(A(A,(Kloo(L,(and(Popovkin(B(A(A.((2003).(New(metalXrich(sulfides(Ni(6)SnS(2)(and(Ni(9)Sn(2)S(2)(with(a(2D(metal(framework:(synthesis,(
crystal(structure,(and(bonding..(Inorganic*chemistry,(42(21),(pp.6667X72.(
(
Beverley(Catherine(A,(Bath(Peter(A,(and(Barber(Rosemary.((2011).(Health(and(social(care(information(for(visuallyXimpaired(people.(ASLIB*PROCEEDINGS,(63(2X
3),(pp.256X274.(
(
Bolton(Ruth,(and(SaxenaXIyer(Shruti.((2009).(Interactive*services:*A*framework,*synthesis*and*research*directions..([online](Netherlands.(Available(at:(
http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&PAGE=reference&D=psyc6&NEWS=N&AN=2009X21638X010.(
(
Boote(Jonathan,(Baird(Wendy,(and(Sutton(Anthea.((2012).(Involving(the(public(in(systematic(reviews:(a(narrative(review(of(organizational(approaches(and(
eight(case(examples.(Journal*of*comparative*effectiveness*research,(1(5),(pp.409X420.(
(
Boote(Jonathan,(Baird(Wendy,(and(Sutton(Anthea.((2011).(Public(involvement(in(the(systematic(review(process(in(health(and(social(care:(a(narrative(review(of(
case(examples.(Health*Policy,(102(2),(pp.105X116.(
(
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Brunton(G,(Oliver(S,(Oliver(K,(and(Lorenc(T.((2006).(A*synthesis*of*research*addressing*children's,*young*people's*and*parents'*views*of*walking*and*cycling*for*
transport.(London:(EPPIXCentre,(Social(Science(Research(Unit,(pp.1X131.(Available(at:(http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/Default.aspx?tabid=942.(
(
Budinsky(RA,(Schrenk(D,(Simon(T,(Van(den(Berg(M,(Reichard(JF,(Silkworth(JB,(Aylward(LL,(Brix(A,(Gasiewicz(T,(Kaminski(N,(Perdew(G,(Starr(TB,(Walker(NJ,(and(
Rowlands(JC.((2014).(Mode(of(action(and(doseXresponse(framework(analysis(for(receptorXmediated(toxicity:(The(aryl(hydrocarbon(receptor(as(a(case(study..(
Critical*reviews*in*toxicology,(44(1),(pp.83X119.(
(
Bunck(David(N(N,(and(Dichtel(William(R(R.((2012).(Mixed(linker(strategies(for(organic(framework(functionalization..(Chemistry*(Weinheim*an*der*Bergstrasse,*
and*Germany),(19(3),(pp.818X27.(
(
Carbonell(Carlos,(Stylianou(Kyriakos(C(C,(Hernando(Jordi,(Evangelio(Emi,(Barnett(Sarah(A(A,(Nettikadan(Saju,(Imaz(Inhar,(and(Maspoch(Daniel.((2013).(
Femtolitre(chemistry(assisted(by(microfluidic(pen(lithography..(Nature*communications,(4,(pp.2173.(
(
Chen(ManXsheng,(Liu(DongXcheng,(Deng(YiXfang,(Fu(WeiXwei,(Zou(HuaXhong,(Chen(ZiXlu,(Xia(ChunXmei,(and(Liang(FuXpei.((2015).(A(3D(pillared(CuXbased(metalX
organic(framework:(Synthesis,(structure,(adsorption(and(catalytic(properties.(INORGANIC*CHEMISTRY*COMMUNICATIONS,(55,(pp.96X98.(
(
Cooper(Harris,(and(Koenka(Alison(C.((2012).(The(overview(of(reviews:(unique(challenges(and(opportunities(when(research(syntheses(are(the(principal(
elements(of(new(integrative(scholarship.(American*Psychologist,(67(6),(pp.446.(
(
Cooper(Harris(M.((1982).(Scientific(guidelines(for(conducting(integrative(research(reviews.(Review*of*educational*research,(52(2),(pp.291X302.(
(
Corton(JC,(Cunningham(ML,(Hummer(BT,(Lau(C,(Meek(B,(Peters(JM,(Popp(JA,(Rhomberg(L,(Seed(J,(and(Klaunig(JE.((2014).(Mode(of(action(framework(analysis(
for(receptorXmediated(toxicity:(The(peroxisome(proliferatorXactivated(receptor(alpha((PPARalpha)(as(a(case(study..(Critical*reviews*in*toxicology,(44(1),(pp.1X
49.(
(
Cramer(EM,(and(Tenzek(KE.((2012).(The(chaplain(profession(from(the(employer(perspective:(an(analysis(of(hospice(chaplain(job(advertisements..(Journal*of*
health*care*chaplaincy,(18(3X4),(pp.133X50.(
(
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Damschroder(Laura(J,(and(Lowery(Julie(C.((2013).(Evaluation(of(a(largeXscale(weight(management(program(using(the(consolidated(framework(for(
implementation(research((CFIR).(Implementation*Science,(8(1),(pp.51.(
(
Das(Swapan(K(K,(Bhunia(Manas(K(K,(Motin(Seikh(Md,(Dutta(Saurav,(and(Bhaumik(Asim.((2011).(Highly(porous(Co(II)Xsalicylate(metalXorganic(framework:(
synthesis,(characterization(and(magnetic(properties..(Dalton*transactions*(Cambridge,*and*England*:*2003),(40(12),(pp.2932X9.(
(
de(Lill(Daniel(T(T,(and(Cahill(Christopher(L(L.((2006).(An(unusually(high(thermal(stability(within(a(novel(lanthanide(1,3,5Xcyclohexanetricarboxylate(framework:(
synthesis,(structure,(and(thermal(data..(Chemical*communications*(Cambridge,*and*England),((47),(pp.4946X8.(
(
de(Lill(Daniel(T(T,(Gunning(Noel(S(S,(and(Cahill(Christopher(L(L.((2005).(Toward(templated(metalXorganic(frameworks:(synthesis,(structures,(thermal(properties,(
and(luminescence(of(three(novel(lanthanideXadipate(frameworks..(Inorganic*chemistry,(44(2),(pp.258X66.(
(
Demir(Selcuk,(Cepni(H(Merve,(Topcu(Yildiray,(Holynska(Malgorzata,(and(Keskin(Seda.((2015).(A(phytochemicalXcontaining(metalXorganic(framework:(Synthesis,(
characterization(and(molecular(simulations(for(hydrogen(adsorption.(INORGANICA*CHIMICA*ACTA,(427,(pp.138X143.(
(
Dong(Yanli,(Li(Xiaohui,(and(Liu(Huimin.((2015).(A(New((4,8)XConnected(scuXType(HeterometallicXOrganic(Framework:(Synthesis,(Structure(and(Luminescent(
Property.(JOURNAL*OF*INORGANIC*AND*ORGANOMETALLIC*POLYMERS*AND*MATERIALS,(25(4),(pp.645X649.(
(
Farmer(T(W,(Pearl(R,(Van(Acker(,(and(R(M.((1996).(Expanding(the(social(skills(deficit(framework:(a(developmental(synthesis(perspective,(classroom(social(
networks,(and(implications(for(the(social(growth(of(students(with(disabilities.(Journal*of*Special*Education,(30(3),(pp.232X256.(
(
Hausdorf(Steffen,(Baitalow(Felix,(Seidel(Jürgen,(and(Mertens(Florian(O(R(L(O.((2007).(Gaseous(species(as(reaction(tracers(in(the(solvothermal(synthesis(of(the(
zinc(oxide(terephthalate(MOFX5..(The*journal*of*physical*chemistry.*A,(111(20),(pp.4259X66.(
(
Henke(Sebastian,(and(Fischer(Roland(A(A.((2011).(Gated(channels(in(a(honeycombXlike(zincXdicarboxylateXbipyridine(framework(with(flexible(alkyl(ether(side(
chains..(Journal*of*the*American*Chemical*Society,(133(7),(pp.2064X7.(
(
Hou(Shan,(Liu(QiXKui(K,(Ma(JianXPing(P,(and(Dong(YuXBin(B.((2013).(Cd(II)Xcoordination(framework:(synthesis,(anionXinduced(structural(transformation,(anionX
responsive(luminescence,(and(anion(separation..(Inorganic*chemistry,(52(6),(pp.3225X35.(
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Hsu(CH,(Stedeford(T,(OkochiXTakada(E,(Ushijima(T,(Noguchi(H,(MuroXCacho(C,(Holder(JW,(and(Banasik(M.((2007).(Framework(analysis(for(the(carcinogenic(
mode(of(action(of(nitrobenzene..(Journal*of*environmental*science*and*health.*Part*C,*and*Environmental*carcinogenesis*&*ecotoxicology*reviews,(25(2),(
pp.155X84.(
(
Jefferies(H,(and(Clifford(C.((2011).(Aloneness:(the(lived(experience(of(women(with(cancer(of(the(vulva..(European*journal*of*cancer*care,(20(6),(pp.738X46.(
(
Kawamoto(Kensaku,(Hongsermeier(Tonya,(Wright(Adam,(Lewis(Janet,(Bell(Douglas(S,(and(Middleton(Blackford.((2013).(Key(principles(for(a(national(clinical(
decision(support(knowledge(sharing(framework:(synthesis(of(insights(from(leading(subject(matter(experts.(JOURNAL*OF*THE*AMERICAN*MEDICAL*
INFORMATICS*ASSOCIATION,(20(1),(pp.199X206.(
(
Kovnir(Kirill(A(A,(Zaikina(Julia(V(V,(Reshetova(Lyudmila(N(N,(Olenev(Andrei(V(V,(Dikarev(Evgeny(V(V,(and(Shevelkov(Andrei(V(V.((2004).(Unusually(high(chemical(
compressibility(of(normally(rigid(typeXI(clathrate(framework:(synthesis(and(structural(study(of(Sn(24)P(19.3)Br(x)I(8)(X)(x)(solid(solution,(the(prospective(
thermoelectric(material..(Inorganic*chemistry,(43(10),(pp.3230X6.(
(
Kurbakova(Svetlana(Yu,(Il'ina(Irina(V,(Mikhalchenko(Oksana(S,(Pokrovsky(Mikhail(A,(Korchagina(Dina(V,(Volcho(Konstantin(P,(Pokrovsky(Andrey(G,(and(
Salakhutdinov(Nariman(F.((2015).(The(short(way(to(chiral(compounds(with(hexahydrofluoreno[9,1Xbc]furan(framework:(Synthesis(and(cytotoxic(activity.(
BIOORGANIC*&*MEDICINAL*CHEMISTRY,(23(7),(pp.1472X1480.(
(
Kurbakova(SY,(Il'ina(IV,(Mikhalchenko(OS,(Pokrovsky(MA,(Korchagina(DV,(Volcho(KP,(Pokrovsky(AG,(and(Salakhutdinov(NF.((2015).(The(short(way(to(chiral(
compounds(with(hexahydrofluoreno[9,1Xbc]furan(framework:(synthesis(and(cytotoxic(activity..(Bioorganic*&*medicinal*chemistry,(23(7),(pp.1472X80.(
(
Li(Z,(Zhi(Y,(Feng(X,(Ding(X,(Zou(Y,(Liu(X,(and(Mu(Y.((2015).(An(AzineXLinked(Covalent(Organic(Framework:(Synthesis,(Characterization(and(Efficient(Gas(Storage..(
Chemistry*(Weinheim*an*der*Bergstrasse,*and*Germany),(21(34),(pp.12079X84.(
(
Li(Zhongping,(Zhi(Yongfeng,(Feng(Xiao,(Ding(Xuesong,(Zou(Yongcun,(Liu(Xiaoming,(and(Mu(Ying.((2015).(An(AzineXLinked(Covalent(Organic(Framework:(
Synthesis,(Characterization(and(Efficient(Gas(Storage.(CHEMISTRYYA*EUROPEAN*JOURNAL,(21(34),(pp.12079X12084.(
(
Lu(Jitao,(Sui(Haiyan,(Meng(Dandan,(and(Meng(Qingguo.((2015).(A(NonXinterpenetrated(Microporous(BiXpillaredXLayer(Framework:(Synthesis,(Structure(and(
Photoluminescence(Properties.(JOURNAL*OF*INORGANIC*AND*ORGANOMETALLIC*POLYMERS*AND*MATERIALS,(25(4),(pp.936X941.(
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(
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